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Background/Context: Lesson planning is one of the most common activities required of 
teachers; however, since the late 1970s and early 1980s, it has not been a major focus of 
study, either conceptually or empirically. Although there are recent articles on the topic, 
much of the current work is specific to examining a particular teaching method or subject 
area. This essay not only examines the lesson planning process, a neglected area of study, 
but also puts forward a perceptual or arts-based approach to lesson planning that has not 

Purpose/Objective/Research Question/Focus of Study: The purposes of this conceptual 
paper are is to provide theoretical grounding for perceptual lesson planning; to analytically 
examine the two current, dominant approaches to creating lesson plans; and to put forward 
ideas that undergird a fresh approach to creating and analyzing lesson planning.
Research Design: This study consists of a major literature review and a related conceptual 
argument. We also present qualitative data (a lesson plan with attendant interview mate-
rial) and preliminary findings from an ongoing study.
Analytic Framework: We use an original analytic framework to discuss the two dominant 
approaches to lesson planning, the behaviorist and constructivist modes, and to compare 
them to the perceptual mode. Our analytical categories consist of the following: intentions, 
process, product, and outcomes. By intentions we mean the aims, goals, or objectives of the 
lesson plan. The process refers to how the lesson plan is created and what that experience 
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INTRODUCTION

Schools worldwide require lesson plans from teachers, a practice many 
often view as trivial, mundane, or bureaucratic (Crispin, 1991; Glatthorn, 
1993). Rarely do public school teachers think of writing lesson plans as 
something that pushes their creativity or their ability to create meaning 
for themselves out of the content they are teaching; lesson planning is 
seen as a necessity, not as a meaningful act (Crispin, 1991; Glatthorn, 
1993; Bulkley & Hicks, 2005). Further, given that formal plans are often 
required as a means of demonstrating the content covered (via objectives 
and/or standards), the lesson plan may be construed as having functional 
rather than inspirational qualities. 

Traditionally, curriculum courses focus teachers on lesson planning 
using two contrasting theoretical frameworks: behaviorist and construc-
tivist. The behaviorist approach, or mode, asks teachers to begin with 
objectives and/or standards in mind before designing a lesson that will 

generally seen to be successful based on observable changes in student 
behavior aligned with the specified objectives (Tyler, 1949; Hunter, 
1983). The constructivist mode asks that teachers begin with learners in 
mind, and represents students as actively engaged in constructing their 
own knowledge by making meaning out of those situations with support 
from the teacher. Constructivist lesson planning may still align with les-

be successful based on both objectives measures and reflection on in-
dividual growth (Duckworth, 2006; Schmuck & Schmuck, 1988; Schon, 
1987; Wiggins & McTighe 2005). These reflections might include student 
self-reflections on their learning in the form of quick writes, exit tickets, 
journals, and the like, and/or may include teacher reflections about their 

is like for the teacher. Product refers to the actual lessons that result from the planning. 
Outcomes refer to both the anticipated results of the lesson as well as the general kinds of 
student outcomes desired in the mode of lesson planning.
Conclusions/Recommendations: Perceptual lesson planning may be characterized as 

in and of itself; as consisting of various stylized products; and leading toward meaningful 
learning for students and teachers in an environment open to elements of surprise and in-
novation. Lesson planning may be functional and meaningful to teachers and subsequently 
their students. Lesson planning could be something teachers enjoy, learn from, and appreci-
ate. Thus, we note that focusing on the process of lesson planning is an important part of 
education that warrants much more attention.
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Generally missing from both the behaviorist and constructivist orienta-

creating the lesson; instead, the focus is the lesson plan as product. In 
particular, the process of lesson planning pays little attention to ideas 
such as capturing teacher creativity, meaning-making, and invigoration.1 
While at first glance, attention to these qualities may not seem overly 
relevant in the lesson planning process, we argue that an engaging les-
son planning experience for the teacher is indeed meaningful. Further, 
we show that these ideas could be brought to the forefront if curriculum 
leaders and teachers drew in their work on the educational literature 
and practices derived from the arts (for examples of ideas derived from 
the arts see: Barone, 2000; Eisner, 2002, 2005; Constantino & White, 
2010; Greene, 1988, 2001; & Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman 
1995, pp. 567-606). Metaphorically speaking, teaching may be likened to 
acting, while curriculum development is like playwriting (Martin-Kniep 
& Uhrmacher, 1992). In this paper, we invite curriculum developers, 
instructors who teach curriculum planning, school administrators, and 
teachers to more deeply engage in the playwriting aspect of teaching. 

To accomplish the goal of engaging teachers more deeply in the lesson 
planning process, we focus on a third mode to lesson planning, a new 
orientation, which we refer to as perceptual lesson planning, a mode which 
has its roots in aesthetic and arts-based educational orientations. We use 
the term perceptual to bring attention to the use of the senses in the ex-
perience. The Oxford English Dictionary -
cess of becoming aware of physical objects, phenomena, etc., through the 

interest in highlighting the sensory aspects of planning for and enacting 
teaching and learning activities. An emphasis on the senses for our com-
ing to know the world is a point well articulated by philosophers (Read, 
1966), psychologists (Arnheim, 1989) and educators (Eisner, 1994).

The purposes of our paper then are several. First, we present theoretical 
grounding for perceptual lesson planning and suggest ways in which it may 
complement and enhance the traditional typologies for lesson planning of 
behavioral and constructivist modes. Second, we elaborate upon the two 
dominant modes to lesson planning we have described2 using a compara-
tive analytic lens to distinguish the features of lesson planning we refer to as 
intentions, process, product, and outcomes. We then use the same analytic 
lens to discuss the perceptual mode, which may be used either to enhance 
behaviorist and constructivist lessons, or as an independent alternative. We 
do not offer analysis and comparison of the two dominant modes to les-
son planning to suggest they be replaced with the perceptual mode, but 
rather to help those who do curriculum work to better understand how the 
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purposes and processes of lesson planning may be complemented by a fresh 
analytical framework that helps reveal the nuances of each mode. Our end 
goal is to deepen the discussion on this important and required teacher task.

FORM OF INQUIRY AND DATA SOURCES FOR THE RELEVANT 
LITERATURE

BEHAVIORIST AND CONSTRUCTIVIST MODES

Our research began with an examination of the relevant literature on 
lesson planning. Using ERIC, JSTOR, SAGE, and the Colorado State 
Interlibrary system, we at first found mountains of data. We determined 
that much of the material on lesson planning written in the past 30 years 
was written for a practical audience (e.g., NASSP articles, ASCD publica-
tions); was subject specific (e.g., instructional methods for physical educa-

2006; Serdyuko & Ryan, 2007; Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). We found 
that a great deal of the empirical and conceptual work around lesson 
planning took place in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Clark & Yinger, 
1977; Eisner, 1967; Hill, Yinger, & Robins, 1983; Hunter, 1984; Ren-
zulli, 1988; Shaw, Pettigrew, & van Nostrand, 1983; see Yinger, 1979, 
1980). This is not to say that there are not recent articles (see Jackson, 
2009; Roskos & Neuman, 1995); however, much of this current work is 
specific to examining one type of method without much consideration 
for the larger context of lesson planning in general. Spooner, Baker, 
Harris, Ahlgrim-Delzell, and Browder (2007), for example, conducted a 
study around the Universal Design for Learning lesson plan method, but 
do not do so in the context of other planning modes. Sifting through the 
relevant research, we began to see patterns and distinguished two dom-
inant approaches, or modes, to lesson planning: behaviorist and con-

approach, and we note that there are certainly variances within the two 
categories. However, the majority of the research as well as the methods 
used in practice may fall under these two broad umbrellas. Within each 

the mode. The method describes how the mode is interpreted by educa-

ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

We created an analytic framework designed to not only highlight major 
features of the modes of lesson planning, but also to reveal significant 
subtleties of the lesson planning process that are often overlooked. In 
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this way it was our intention to reveal some of the similarities and differ-
ences of each mode and to help educators see opportunities in each. Our 
analytical categories consist of the following: intentions, process, product, 
and outcomes. 

Our framework, like all frameworks perhaps, has advantages and dis-
advantages. One disadvantage is that categorization is a reductive pro-
cess that does not always do justice to the richness and complexity of the 
lesson plans it classifies. Moreover, lesson-planning practice is undoubt-
edly more complex than what models can generally provide. However, 
we use this framework because it offers heuristic value. It allows us to see 
the landscape of lesson planning quickly and clearly. Because it is de-
rived from the literature on lesson planning, it helps explain and clarify 
the ideas we put forth on the perceptual mode. Finally, providing the 
categories may serve to help teachers problem solve and think more cre-
atively about lesson planning. 

By intentions we mean the aims, goals, or objectives of the lesson plan. 
While some authors make clear distinctions among these terms, we use 
each to get at the basic question, what does the teacher want to accom-
plish? Further, when we discuss intentions, we use broad strokes to in-
dicate the intentions of the mode itself. For example, the intentions of 
those who tend to operate in the behaviorist mode have a goal of meeting 
a specific learning objective in a bounded period of time. The intentions 
of the mode itself are broader and stem from the literature, whereas the 
intentions of a teacher operating within the mode has intentions that are 
lesson specific and mirror the general goals of the mode. 

 By process, we mean how is the lesson plan created and what is that 
experience like? What are teachers doing, thinking, experiencing, etc. 
while creating a lesson plan? We also discuss questions teachers generally 
ask themselves in the process of creating a lesson in each particular mode 
so as to understand how each form influences the lesson procedures. 

By product we mean the actual lessons that result from planning. While 
it may seem inconsequential to examine what a lesson plan actually looks 

Intentions Aims, goals, or objectives of the lesson plan and of the teacher operat-
ing with a particular mode

Process The way the lesson is created; the experience the teacher undergoes in 
the planning

Product

Outcomes Anticipated results of the mode in general and the lesson in particular; 
desired student learning or experience

Table A. Analytic Framework
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like, we suggest that the physical appearance of a lesson does carry mean-
ing for the teacher not only in the present, but also in the future when 
teaching the lesson the following year. Therefore, we ask, how does the 
lesson plan manifest itself materially? What does it physically look like? 

Finally, outcomes refer to both the anticipated results of the lesson, as 
well as the general kinds of student outcomes desired in the mode of les-
son planning.

To contextualize these analytical categories, and to bring to life the les-
son planning processes, we have also created sample lesson plans using a 
method derived from each mode. These are located both in the Appen-
dix and at the following link: www.perceptualteaching.org. But before 
diving in to our comparative analysis, we present the underlying theory 
of the perceptual mode of lesson planning.

THE PERCEPTUAL MODE OF LESSON PLANNING

Perceptual lesson planning, which draws largely on the ideas of John 
Dewey, Elliot Eisner, and Donald Oliver, focuses on the ways in which 
the lesson planning process itself can be transformed into a meaningful 
experience for the teacher, and as a consequence, his or her students. 
Dewey (1938) argues that experience is paramount in education, and we 
argue that experience is important for all stakeholders, even teachers. 

the aesthetic. In his classic book, Art as Experience (1934), Dewey critiques 
-

thetic experiences happen only in museums looking at great works of 

aesthetikos, meaning capable 
of sensory perception. Aesthetic experience refers to a period of time 
that is characterized by a particular set of qualities, including an enliv-
ened feeling with a heighted sense of perception and the sense that one 
is riveted to the moment (see Chapter 3 in Dewey, 1938). 

We may have an aesthetic experience in all walks of life. We might 
drink a cup of coffee and appreciate the warmth of the mug, the swirling 
colors of white cream and black coffee, and the rich earthy aroma. Or we 
might take a walk in nature and feel the cool breeze while watching an or-
ange-glow sunrise. And if it is true that we can have aesthetic experiences 
at home and in nature, then we can also have them in schools. Elsewhere 
we have discussed how teachers may provide the conditions for students 

3 and we noted that the result 
for students would be a richer and deeper educational experience (see 
Uhrmacher, 2009). We have also conducted a study that suggests that 
teachers may derive the pleasures of an aesthetic experience through 
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lesson planning, the upshot of which are an enlivening of the education-
al process, creativity, inspiration, and meaning-making (see Moroye & 
Uhrmacher, 2009). We use the findings from that study as a springboard 
for our deepened analysis here. 

How might such aesthetic experiences in lesson planning come into 
being? First, as we have noted, most lesson plans that teachers submit 
to principals are generally written in a functional form that in various 
ways emphasizes statements about objectives, standards, activities, and 
perhaps evaluative procedures. Typed onto white sheets of paper, such 
lesson plans function as a guide for teachers reminding them of what 
needs to be done, in what order, and when. This type of lesson plan 
serves as a cue card. 

But we suggest that the form lesson plans take has implications for 
the kinds of experiences teachers themselves undergo when creating, 
enacting and reading the lesson plans. Inspirational quotes, decorative 
borders, an occasional drawing or photograph, and even varied use of 
fonts provide forms that allow for teachers to have aesthetically oriented 
experiences. While discussing theatre, Elliot Eisner once put it this way:

The drama within drama is created through the tensions that 
writers, actors, stage designers, lighting experts, and directors 
produce. What happens on the stage is the result of a collective 
effort. What occurs in literary works and in the visual arts is usu-
ally the product of individuals. Whether collective or individual, 
the common function of the aesthetic is to modulate form so that 
it can, in turn, modulate our experience. (2005, p. 97)

The functional way of writing a lesson plan rarely modulates an ex-
perience that inspires or enlivens the educational process. It does not 
help teachers become creative or find new meaning in what they may 
be teaching. But perceptual lesson planning allows for such possibilities. 

plan might remind an educator to seek creativity as well as knowledge. 

perception of the meaning of the quote:

Imagination is more important than knowledge
Imagination is more important than knowledge

The first type, Old English, harkens to the notion that the quote re-
veals something discovered long ago and has a timeless quality to it. It is 
the kind of print we are likely to find in religious services. The second, 
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called Showcard Gothic, has a theatrical touch that might remind one of 
Young Frankenstein, or perhaps the more re-

cent and popular shows on vampires. In any case, the point, one that the 
young Steve Jobs well knew when he created the Macintosh computers, 

form is to engage in an activity occurring over time, guided by attention 
to changing qualities whose end is to produce a structure, either tem-

lesson planning does not tend to yield a deep feeling. Perceptual lesson 
planning, however, offers the possibility of doing so. 

One other way to examine the purpose and implications of percep-

education (see Oliver & Gershman, 1989). From this standpoint, we may 
note that much of what goes on in modern education, lesson planning 

-
ment, technical knowing, with one of its greatest lacks, ontological know-
ing. The former provides information, the later provides meaning. Both 
are needed, argues Oliver, but we live at a time in which the technical 
overly dominates. Thus, modern culture is coming to an end because of 

not realizing that the limitations inherent in the machine metaphor are 

a broader understanding of the relationship between our conception of 

Thus, lesson planning currently refers to the reasonable interest in 
communicating transferable information and skills. But lesson planning 
does not need to end there. Ontological knowing, says Oliver, requires 

imagination and intention to critical self-definition, to satisfaction, and 

that almost a whole new language is needed to understand and explain 

-
vation that technical knowing has limitations that ontological knowing 
may overcome. Stated differently, technical (or functional) forms of les-
son planning have weaknesses that ontological, or in our language per-
ceptual, lesson planning may overcome. Some combination of the two 
forms offers a more holistic and meaningful experience. And so we finish 
this part of the discussion from where we began with attention on the 
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kinds of experiences being had by educators. We believe that lesson plan-
ning may offer the conditions for teachers to have deeper experiences 
than they currently do. A deepened sense of satisfaction in planning is a 
missed opportunity. 

In summary, Dewey reminds us to pay attention to experience gener-
ally, and to aesthetic experience in particular. Eisner details how form af-
fects experience, and, for the purpose of our discussion, how the form of 
a lesson plan may affect its percipients. Finally, Oliver calls our attention 
to ontological knowing, a holistic way of looking at experiences generally 
that brings into focus and distinguishes the technical and what we would 
call the perceptual.

ANALYSIS OF THREE MODES: BEHAVIORIST, CONSTRUCTIVIST AND 
PERCEPTUAL

We have noted three approaches to lesson planning: behaviorist, con-
structivist, and perceptual. To provide further analysis of the three 
modes, we look through the lens of our analytic framework discussed 
above that includes four categories: intentions, process, product, and 
outcomes. It may be helpful to keep in mind the kinds of questions teach-
ers generally might ask themselves during the process of planning in 
each mode. In the behaviorist mode, teachers tend to ask, what activities 
might students undergo in order to meet the learning objective? In the 
constructivist mode, teachers tend to ask, what experiences or activities 
might help me provide ways for students to reach learning goals, to ex-
plore the material, and to help me understand their thinking? In the 
perceptual mode teachers might ask, what inspires me about this topic, 
and how might I organize meaningful experiences that inspire students 
to reach learning goals?

Each mode has particular methods that guide teachers.  These meth-
ods take the form of lesson plan templates such as the Hunter method, 
EEL Dr. C, and CRISPA, all of which are explained below.

THE BEHAVIORIST MODE OF LESSON PLANNING

The behaviorist mode is predominantly predicated upon the theoretical 
ideas of B. F. Skinner (1938) and Madeline Hunter (1983), which often 
manifest in didactic teaching in the classroom (Moore, 2009). Propo-
nents of the behaviorist mode aim to set goals, develop alternatives, and 
ultimately judge the effectiveness of the lesson plan based on achieve-
ment of desired outcomes and an alteration in student behavior (Yinger, 
1980). This mode of lesson planning has also been referred to as objec-
tives-first (Leinhardt, 1983; Morine, 1976; Yinger, 1980; Zahorik, 1975), 
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Modes of Lesson Planning

Behaviorist Constructivist Perceptual

Intentions

Teacher develops 
objectives to alter 
student behavior; 
lesson is often 
teacher-centered 
or driven.

Student-centered with 
aim of discovering and 
building their own 
knowledge and skill; 
make authentic con-

worlds.

and imagination; may include 
objectives or targets along 
with associated meaning 
and connections; focused on 
interaction among students, 
content, and teacher.

Processes

Created by teacher 
or teacher teams 
with specific, mea-
surable outcomes; 
can be created in 
isolation or by oth-
ers outside of the 
classroom context.

Created by teacher or 
teacher teams; can be 
created in isolation but 
must bear particular 
students in mind 

be cyclical but tends to 
be linear, multi-step 
process.

An artistic endeavor that 
relies on creative thinking 
and is joyful in and of itself; 
conducive to individual or 
team planning; may find 
inspiration from outside 
sources but are created for a 
particular context; uses sen-
sory information; ideas evolve 

find inspiration for teaching 
in the process of planning the 
lesson.

Product

Formalized step by 
step lesson plan; 
linear process 
often with multiple 
pre-determined 
aspects (anticipa-
tory set, direct in-
struction, practice, 
etc.); generally 3-5 
written pages.

Formalized lesson 
plan; various templates 
or charts and ways of 
proceeding that allow 
for variations due to 
student interests and 
understandings (e.g., 
EEL DR C); generally 
2-5 written pages.

Various styles (could utilize 
behaviorist or constructivist 
methods); attention to rhythm 
of the experience; multiple 
ways to represent the plan; 
colorful images, maps, short, 
poetic phrases; may be paper 
or web-based; format invites 
joy, creativity, and inspiration; 
multiple points of engage-
ment for future revision; ele-
ments of CRISPA or SCOPES 
or other aesthetic method.

Outcomes

Preconceived; 
measurable; spe-
cific to objective.

Preconceived; measur-
able; specific to student 
needs and background 
knowledge; focus on 
transfer to/from life 
experience; students 
reflect on own learning.

Fosters teacher and student 
creativity; meaningful learn-
ing for students and teacher; 
open to intrinsic rewards of 
teaching and learning; open 
to elements of surprise and 
student innovation; designed 
to foster meaningful expres-
sive outcomes in balance with 
predetermined goals.

Table B. Comparison of Behaviorist, Constructivist, and Perceptual Modes using the 
Analytic Framework
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rationalist (Brown, 1988), planning by objectives (Tyler, 1949; Walker, 
2002), and linear ends-means (Yinger, 1980). Specific examples of some 
methods include but are not limited to the Madeline Hunter method 
(1983) and the Multiple Menu method (Renzulli, 1988). This general 
mode of lesson planning, first offered by Ralph Tyler4 and later further 
developed by Hilda Taba (1962) and Popham and Baker (1970), rec-
ommends four steps in planning that include: (a) specifying objectives, 
(b) selecting learning activities, (c) organizing learning activities, and (d) 
specifying evaluation procedures. The ultimate goal in this mode of les-
son planning is to produce student learning, which is generally defined 

by observation or objective measurement (Tyler, 1949). Using our four 

following analysis:
The intention of the behaviorist mode is for teachers to develop objec-

tives with the purpose of altering student behavior. Specific objectives 
will vary depending on content area, student ability levels, and other 
such factors, but they are generally pre-determined and transferrable to 
other classrooms and contexts; they may be sensitive to general student 
interests or needs, but most frequently address common goals. The ob-
jectives tend to be chosen through consideration of such questions as: 
What is to be accomplished? How should this task be done? When should 
the task be done? Objectives are written in behavioral terms and often 
include who will complete the task (which students), a hierarchy of steps 
to task completion specified as observable or objectively measured be-
havior, and clear rubrics or criteria for how the teacher will be able to 
know if the objectives have been met (Kellough & Kellough, 2008). These 
objectives may be teacher created for a group of children or individual 
children (as in an Individual Education Plan for special education), or 
they may be mandated by a school or district (i.e., common objectives).  
The actual lesson is generally teacher driven, although the instructional 
strategies for accomplishing objectives may vary. State standards are an 
important element in the behaviorist mode, as they are often used in 

Mode:
Approach or orientation to 
planning

Behaviorist Constructivist Perceptual

Method: 
How the mode is interpreted by 
educators and  is actualized in a 
written  lesson plan

M. Hunter
Multiple Menu

Eel Dr C
Understanding 
by Design

CRISPA
SCOPES

Table C. Modes and Methods of Lesson Planning
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making decisions about the creation of objectives. In this mode a success-
ful lesson is one in which students demonstrate learning of a pre-selected 
set of objectives specified by the teacher to align with state standards. 

The process of creating a behaviorist lesson plan varies depending on 
the specific method used in this mode of lesson planning, but there are 
common elements. This mode generally begins with student outcomes 
in mind and comes to fruition through a linear or step-by-step process. 
Teachers can write these lesson plans in isolation or in collaboration with 
other teachers (Lalik & Niles, 1990), but the focus of the plan is on mea-
surable student learning outcomes that often align with state standards 
and high stakes tests. 

Behaviorist methods result in a product with which most teachers, ad-
ministrators, and other education professionals are familiar: a formal-
ized, step-by-step lesson plan with strong correlation between learning 
objectives and learning activities. The actual format of the lesson plan 
can vary greatly, but they generally have multiple sections that articulate 

-
od heuristic includes a section for objectives, state standards, an anticipa-
tory set, teaching/presenting (also described as input and/or modeling), 
guided practice/monitoring, closure, and independent practice (Hunter, 
1976). These steps tend to be taken in turn by the teacher implement-
ing the lesson plan and addressed in the same way by anyone observing 

quick-review heuristic for teachers to use.
Proponents of the behaviorist mode generally seek outcomes that are 

both preconceived before the actual lesson and clearly measurable 
-

ing in a set of conditions. The activities and assessments that measure 
student learning are defined in accordance with the objectives for the 
lesson. The experiences of the students are carefully calculated by the 
teacher so that they can best have opportunity to achieve the learning 
objective. Along the way, teachers will often monitor student progress 
through formative assessments, but the measure of objective attainment 
routinely comes in some form of summative assessment.

THE CONSTRUCTIVIST MODE OF LESSON PLANNING

The constructivist mode has in large part been influenced by the theo-
retical work of Piaget (1955), Bruner (1960), and Vygotsky (1931) and 
focuses on the notion that learners individually discover and build their 
own knowledge (Anderson, Greeno, Reder, & Simon, 2000; Brooks & 
Brooks, 1999; Gabler & Schroeder, 2003; Waxman, Padron, & Arnold, 
2001). Learners construct meaning by coalescing knowledge they already 
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possess around new information received. Proponents of constructivist 
methods seek to find ways for students to control some of the learning 
and activities that occur in a classroom; teacher-focused approaches such 
as lectures are minimized (Moore, 2009). This mode places great empha-
sis on multiple ways of understanding (Gardner, 1983), multiple forms of 
representing knowledge (Eisner, 1994), learning rooted in authentic sit-
uations (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), and performance assessment (Mar-

-

focus is on the student rather than the teacher as the central figure in the 
planning and the operational curriculum. 

Though various constructivist methods of lesson planning share the 
same philosophical underpinnings, the format and process of the lesson 

Understand-
ing by Design method contains a three-step process that includes identi-
fying results, determining acceptable evidence, and planning learning 

method calls for a six-step process that focuses on student learning styles, 
multiple intelligences and individual motivation. Beside the aforemen-
tioned methods, examples of the constructivist mode include but are not 
limited to the Kodaly method (Boshkoff, 1991); the Moffet and Wagner 
method (Weiner, 1997); the Science and Technology for Individuals, So-
cieties and the Environment (STISE) method (Park, 1995); the Marzano 
method (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001); and the Universal De-
sign for Learning (UDL) method (Center for Applied Special Technol-
ogy, 1998). We will present the ideas that comprise the constructivist 
mode again utilizing the analytical framework that examines intentions, 
process, products, and outcomes. 

The primary intention of the constructivist mode is to begin with the 
students in mind so that they can individually discover and build their 
own knowledge (Anderson et al., 2000; Brooks & Brooks, 1999; Waxman 
et al., 2001; Gabler & Schroeder, 2003). One of the perceived benefits 
of such lesson planning strategy is that individual strengths, weaknesses, 
and interests are considered (Moore, 2009). Moreover, constructivist 

and/or knowledge (Kellough & Kellough, 2008). 
Proponents of the constructivist mode may view lesson planning as a cy-

clical process in which ideas are revisited, but most lesson plans seem to be 
linear in nature, as mentioned above. While methods exist that are cyclical 
in nature (Eisner, 1967), most still require a step-by-step thinking process 
in planning the lesson (Gabler & Schroeder, 2003). For example, Wig-
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-

evidence), and then finally designing the related learning activities.
The product of planning with the constructivist mode is typically a for-

malized lesson plan. Though the format can differ, and often includes 
webs or charts, there is generally a formal template in which teachers 
write their lesson procedures. These templates are often linear in nature 

For example, the EEL DR C method (DePorter et al., 1999) includes 
sections to Enroll (where a teacher designs a hook for students), Experi-
ence (where teachers design experiences for students that create a need to 
know), Label (where teachers label the concepts embedded in the activity 
students have undergone), Demonstrate (where opportunity is given for 
students to connect the experience with new data so they internalize it 
and make a personal connection to it), Review (where the information is 
tied to a larger concept or idea), and Celebrate (where learning is connect-
ed to a positive celebration).While this method provides a formal tem-
plate much like behaviorist methods, it differs in that it closely considers 
the importance of students being able to connect their own experiences/
understandings with the desired learning outcome. 

Although proponents of the constructivist mode generally seek out-
comes that are preconceived, these methods often also strive to have stu-
dents transfer information learned into other learning or life situations 

measurability, constructivist assessments generally include some sort of 
-

skills to engage in a task that is akin to a real-life situation, problem, or 
scenario. According to Wiggins (1993), they are, 

engaging and worthy problems or questions of importance, in 
which students must use knowledge to fashion performances ef-
fectively and creatively. The tasks are either replicas of or analo-
gous to the kinds of problems faced by adult citizens and con-
sumers or professionals in the field. (p. 229)

 The experiences of the students are designed to scaffold student learn-
ing from what they already know or have experienced to what the desired 
learning outcome is. Also, students often will be asked to reflect on their 
learning in the process so they may begin to understand themselves as 
learners, developing metacognitive awareness. 
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THE PERCEPTUAL MODE OF LESSON PLANNING

As examined earlier, the perceptual mode of lesson planning attends to 
the experience of the teacher in creating lessons. While the other modes 
of lesson planning we have described focus on the actual writing of les-
son plans as technical and cognitive acts, like writing out instructions, 
this mode of lesson planning points out that the act of writing the lesson 
plan could be seen as an engaging and artistic experience in itself. As we 
have noted we use the term perceptual to describe the kind of sensory 
and creative activity with which the teacher is engaged; she perceives 
the environment, the students, the curriculum, the state standards and 
district requirements, and makes a decision about how best to proceed. 

The intentions -

operating in the perceptual mode may include instructional objectives or 
targets, but also would include associated meaning, inspiration and con-
nections. In other words, the intentions are not generally to stop at the 
prescribed learning destination, but to also explore further roadside at-
tractions, so to speak. Juxtaposing would be a useful tactic in this kind of 

construed in that way. Juxtaposing is a useful strategy, as is placing ideas 
and skills in a vertical type of curriculum sequence. In essence, intentions 
are negotiated and may be layered on top of prescribed learning targets 
to create a rich tapestry of learning opportunities. 

What truly distinguishes this mode of lesson planning is the emphasis 
given to paying attention to the process of writing the lesson. That is, the 
assumption with perceptual planning is that the experience itself ought 
to be intrinsically rewarding and joyful. It ought to allow for teachers to 
appreciate the freedom and flexibility that this mode of lesson planning 
provides. Moreover, this form of lesson planning seeks to push the teach-

The process of the perceptual mode may be seen as an artistic endeavor 
that relies on creative thinking and is meaningful in and of itself. Just like 
behaviorist and constructivist modes, it is conducive to either individual 
or team planning.  When working in teams in the perceptual mode, the 

of inspiration (Moroye & Uhrmacher, 2009, p. 97). Further, teachers op-
erating in this mode may find inspiration from outside sources but create 
for a particular context; the process and the lesson may have universal 
themes and ideas but are exclusive to the particular teacher and class. 
Further, rather than starting with an objective, the teacher may begin by 
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of a poetry book, or the soft, cold squish of Play-Doh. These sensory ex-
periences and other ideas evolve as the lesson is created. 

The actual product of a perceptual lesson plan may take many shapes 
and forms. It is a communication tool like the other modes, but also 
inspires deeper meaning around the learning concept. It may include 
cues to the teacher regarding the rhythm of the lesson (times of quiet 
and times of noise, for example), juxtapositions, colorful images, maps, 
borders, and quotations may remind the teacher to take a meaningful 
tangent to deepen learning. The product need not be so different from 
behaviorist or constructivist plans, but it may enhance them to create an 
accessorized plan of sorts. It may also use innovative language to describe 
aspects of the learning experience. For example, Susan Hall (1991) 
wrote a curriculum unit using the extended metaphor of taking a trip 
and rather than objectives; she called it SCOPES and used such terms as 

serve as learning targets that exist as possibilities rather than declara-
tive statements. While there is no required form, the perceptual lesson 
should invite joy, creativity, and inspiration for the time it was created, as 
well as for future uses and modifications of the lesson. 

The outcomes of a lesson created in the perceptual mode must balance 
preconceived and spontaneous outcomes. Perceptual lesson planning 
does not abandon sound learning targets, but instead it opens those tar-
gets to elements of surprise and student innovation. The goal of this 
openness is to provide the conditions for meaningful learning and in-
trinsic rewards for students and teachers alike. We have identified four 
primary outcomes related to the perceptual process that make this mode 
unique from other lesson planning modes.

First, a main outcome of this mode of lesson planning is to foster teach-
er and student creativity. The rationales for why creativity needs to be 
stressed in educational environments has been discussed in numerous 
ways, from the demands of the current work force (Senges, Seely Brown, 
& Rheingold, 2008) to the centrality of creativity as a way to think gener-
ally (Robinson, 2006). Clearly, student creativity ought to be developed. 
But as we mentioned earlier, we believe that teacher creativity ought 
to be encouraged as well. When teachers are engaged in the creative 
process, they find the lesson plan interesting in and of itself (Moroye & 
Uhrmacher, 2010), and we believe this creativity translates into class-
room processes if for no other reason than the fact that teachers are 
modeling creativity when they write their lessons. 

Second, this mode of lesson planning emphasizes student and teacher 
meaning-making. That is, there is a concern that both teachers and stu-
dents find relevance in the content being taught; we often think about 
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what the content can bring to those who are learning it. For example, we 
generally want to increase student proficiency and/or aptitude in math-
ematics. But, in this case, we ask what those who are learning the content 
can bring to the subject matter. One answer to this question, by the way, 
may not be that the student pushes the disciplinary boundaries of math, 
which would be asking a great deal. Rather, we might consider what each 
student is uniquely able to bring is his or her own trajectory toward un-
derstanding math. Stated differently, there is always a story about how 
one learns and when such stories are encouraged to be told, then what 
students bring to the subject of a discipline such as math enhances mean-
ing-making for the student, for the class, and occasionally for society 
in general. The same may be said for teacher meaning-making. The 

teacher has a story to tell, from how to teach the content to one child or 
to a whole group, from students who are interested in the subject matter 
to students who do not care, and especially from a technical framework, 
narrowly prescribed, to an aesthetic conceptual framework that is deep 
and wide. 

Third, this mode of lesson planning emphasizes the idea that the 
teaching and learning process ought to be intrinsically rewarding. Un-
doubtedly there are times in which teachers and students will value the 
outcome that learning activities provide more than the process itself, but 
this form of lesson planning does focus on the fact that at least some 
aspects of the educational process ought to be rewarding for the jour-
ney undertaken. As we have mentioned throughout this paper, teach-
ers often write their lesson plans for extrinsic reasons (i.e., the principal 
demands it), but when lesson plans are seen as aesthetic devices as well 
as functional ones, then lesson planning becomes a worthwhile journey 
for the teacher for its own sake. In essence, the aesthetically oriented les-

subsequent years of teaching. 

activities that are not captured in the notion of objectives. That is, some-
times teachers plan useful and important activities without knowing ex-
actly what the upshot of the activity will become. When teachers decide 
to take a field trip to the zoo, they may not place their goal in an objec-

know that the field trip is likely to yield all sorts of worthwhile outcomes. 
This form of lesson planning explicitly allows room for such activities. 
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PERCEPTUAL LESSON PLANNING EXAMPLES

The perceptual mode, like the other modes, does not require a single 
specific template or format; there are many methods. However, to illus-
trate a specific application of how this might work, we provide an exam-
ple out of the CRISPA method (see Moroye & Uhrmacher, 2009, 2010; 
Uhrmacher, 2009). CRISPA is an acronym that stands for connections, 
risk-taking, imagination, sensory experience, perceptivity, and active en-
gagement. Similar to the EEL DR C method, each of these represents an 
element in the lesson. In contrast, CRISPA does not designate the spe-
cific order of the lesson, nor are all six elements required for each lesson 

available for use when and if they would complement the whole picture.
-

ination as she engages in the perceptual mode of planning5. The topic is 
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, a fourth-grade story about sib-

ling rivalry. Sally, a public school teacher, agreed to participate in a small 
pilot study by writing this perceptual lesson plan, and she then allowed us 
to interview her after she created it. Sally created the lesson on Google Docs 
and we interviewed her on the telephone for 30 minutes. We selected Sally 

you will notice attention to connections, risk-taking, imagination, sensory 
experience, perceptivity, and active engagement (see Moroye & Uhrmach-
er, 2009, 2010; Uhrmacher, 2009). As in the behaviorist and constructivist 
modes, each has associated methods of implementing that mode. So while 
a Hunter lesson plan is a method to enact the behaviorist mode, a CRISPA 
lesson plan is a method to enact the perceptual mode. 

Sally was an enthusiastic participant in this process and so the reader 
may wonder about whether all teachers would be so agreeable to the per-
ceptual ideas. Our earlier work would suggest that many teachers are in-
clined to the perceptual process (see Moroye & Uhrmacher, 2009, 2010), 
but our point here is not to showcase eager participants, but rather to 
reveal what may result when one undergoes perceptual lesson planning. 
Thus, we encourage readers to pay attention to the kinds of experiences 
had by Sally when she created the lesson. 

INTENTIONS

This is what I was thinking about as I created the lesson: I know 
that I have to teach this book because it is part of my fourth-grade 
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about the theme of sibling rivalry. What is sibling rivalry and 
what is interesting about it for my students? I knew I could make 
lots of interesting connections for them, and that is where I start-

course she could. The point is that perceptual lesson planning does not 
demand that one write behavioral objectives, but she does have a plan 

remember at the [CRISPA] workshop that we talked a lot about ways to 
get students pulled into what we were teaching. I like that, and I think 

other aims occur to her. 

PROCESS

trying to think about sensory experience and started searching for stuff on 

sensory experiences for her students, she conjures connections for her-

-
comes personal for her. This is a point we will return to below. Now, at 
this juncture, Sally has decided to place a line about music on her lesson 

-

In our interview, Sally adds: 

As I was thinking about my only child, I was realizing that my stu-

all have to deal with family issues. I wanted students to examine 
other rivalries. I realized that this might actually be a form of 
risk-taking. What would it be like for students to talk about their 
families? 

Sally told us that she became quite absorbed in the process of searching 
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What we see then, is that as Sally brings in pictures and other material 
from the web, her thinking about her lesson advances. She started with 
notion of rivalry and then added nuances to her thinking general think-

the vocabulary lesson and the theme of family relationships from a single 

The sequence unfolded around this idea, and she sketched out her steps 
on the plan: discuss sibling rivalry; draw and pair share about vocabulary 
words; write an advice letter to either Fudge or Peter and use several of 
the vocabulary words.

What comes through in our discussion with Sally is that she truly en-
joyed creating the lesson. Also, one may see that the way she thought 

study vocabulary words). In addition, Sally was motivated as she contin-

described as a sensory one, which caused her to include a sensory experi-

PRODUCT

-

-
ing them and placing them on her lesson, but also in looking at them 
once placed on her product. In regard to the final product, Sally reflects 

she noted that next year when she teaches the same text, she will enjoy 

start this lesson, so knowing that I could start with connections was super 
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helpful. Then when I would wonder what to do next, I could go to the 
-

ed connections, risk-taking, sensory experience, and active engagement 
(which she did not mention but is evident).

OUTCOMES

Earlier we pointed out that the outcomes of perceptual lesson planning 
would be increased creativity, meaning-making, intrinsic rewards, and 

creation of a perceptual lesson plan. Although the example provided 
here is a pilot and needs extended study, Sally spoke to us candidly and 
openly and for the purpose of illustrating the new mode. She told us 

-
dents learn vocabulary through activities related to the story (e.g., writing 
advice to the main characters). The perceptual lesson helped Sally think 
creatively about her teaching. 

In addition, the various pictures and quotations have deep meaning for 

sibling rivalry in my own life. This became more about my students and 

not just thinking about the text, but rather the text in relation to her and 
her students. Said Sally,

I guess the overall point is that the images really helped me 
broaden my own thinking about the theme of sibling rivalry. Just 
staring at the photo of the ducks next to the photo of the Man-
nings is a statement about our life conditions. There is some-

struggles and in some triumphs. Maybe a picture really is worth 
a thousand words! And I think that if the photos helped me, they 
would certainly help my students!

In regard to making the lesson planning fun and intrinsically reward-
ing, Sally said,

Oh this totally rejuvenated my belief in the perceptual. It helped 
me focus on the big idea rather than the objectives. The kids get 
the same content, but it is done in a more creative way. This was 
very energizing and fun. It made me excited about teaching the 

Sally recognizes that the perceptual has the potential to move far afield 
from what should go on in schools with all of its demands to meet standards, 
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to stay on task, to show measurable outcomes and so forth. But this example 
with Sally reveals how one may use the perceptual in a way that meets school 
demands as well as teacher interests and satisfaction with the task at hand 
(that is, writing of the lesson plan). 

Finally, Sally also elaborated upon the way the lesson was built up and 
encouraged her in ways that she did not initially intend. She had not, for 
example, planned to have a visual activity for her students. As Eisner con-
ceptualized the notion of expressive outcomes (2002), he was focused on 
the operational curriculum. He wanted to account for the fact that good 
teaching may veer away from what was initially planned and that good 

-
pressive objectives may take place in the lesson planning process. In other 
words, teachers need not always start with objectives. They may start with 
an image, an inkling, or an inspiration and build out from there.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The perceptual mode of lesson planning opens a number of corridors to 
potential future research on curriculum development, lesson planning, 
and teacher creativity. First, given teacher stress and burnout, it would 
be worthwhile to capture the experiences of the population of teachers 
who use perceptual planning, to see whether perceptual lesson planning 
offers the sorts of opportunities for rejuvenation that we see in our pre-
liminary work.

Second, we suggest that researchers look at how perceptual lesson plan-
ning affects classroom activities. What is the difference in the operational 
curriculum of teachers who use perceptual lesson planning from those 
who do not? One could examine teachers who use this mode of lesson 
planning and contrast them with teachers who do not, or one could try 
to examine teachers who use perceptual lesson planning in some classes, 
but not in others. 

experiences, and if so in what ways? In short, does the potentially deeper 
experience had by teachers using perceptual lesson planning affect stu-
dents in terms of their feelings about the classroom activities (in Dew-
eyan terms, is the class more satisfying, which would perhaps encour-
age students to want to continue learning)? Also, we would recommend 
studies of how perceptual lesson planning affects student achievement in 
content areas. We recognize that this avenue of research requires a clear 
path from perceptual lessons to various types of student test-like events; 
this path would need to be elucidated in the future to draw the links. 
Nevertheless, we believe this stream of research offers great possibilities. 
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In addition to looking at the perceptual lesson planning process as an 
independent mode, it would be most interesting to examine how percep-
tual lesson planning is incorporated by practicing teachers into behavior-
ist and constructivist lesson plans. We have argued that the perceptual 
can enhance all lesson planning processes, and future studies could ex-
plore this interplay. Finally, a continuation of lesson planning theory 
would be useful and thought provoking. We have placed our perceptual 
ideas largely in the tradition of aesthetic ideas elaborated upon by Dewey 
and Eisner, and we have shown that all experiences have the possibility 

Uhrmacher 2009). Dewey (1934) believed that there had to be a tinge 
of the aesthetic experience for the artist in the creation of an artwork 
in order for an aesthetic experience to be had by percipients. Is this the 
case for teachers creating lessons and students experiencing them?  To 
continue this line of theorizing we will explore and elucidate the arc of 
lesson creation, implementation, and evaluation.  

We have also placed our ideas in the theoretic realm of process phi-
losophy as outlined by Oliver and Gershman (1989) and in doing so 
distinguished the technical from the ontological, or what we might call 
information-functional versus holistic meaning-making. From this stand-
point, we would especially encourage researchers to examine the somatic 
experiences in the lesson planning process. What kinds of somatic ex-
periences are there? What kinds of relevant somatic experiences could 
there be? The somatic seems to be an especially grounding energy in 
ontological ways of knowing and being. 

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have tried to shed light on issues pertaining to les-

subtleties. When one does not perceive lesson planning as a functional 
act alone, it may be invigorating to teacher and students alike while con-
currently meeting the requirements of state standards. Lesson planning 
could be something teachers enjoy, learn from, and appreciate. This 
stands in contrast to the way teachers are generally taught to do lesson 
planning. Thus, we note that focusing on the process of lesson plan-
ning is an important part of the educational process that warrants much 
more attention. We can profitably ask such questions as: can teachers 
find heightened intellectual and aesthetic experiences when engaging in 
lesson planning? Do these lesson plans result in engaged experiences for 
students as well? Deep consideration of these questions may lead teach-
ers and students into surprising and rewarding educational territory ripe 
with possibility for enlivened teaching. 
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Notes

1.  One notable exception is to be found in the work of Eleanor Duckworth. 
-

ers and children to do only what was specified in the booklets [of the 1969 el-
ementary science study project], it was the intention of the program that children 
and teachers would have so many unanticipated ideas of their own about the 

2.  We recognize that there are other approaches to lesson planning. How-
ever, in this article, we focus on the two approaches most used in K-12 environ-
ments today as indicated by the large number of resources and publications in 
circulation for practitioners that emphasize these orientations. 

3.  We use this phrase to refer to the process more than the product and to 
point out that one cannot be forced into an aesthetic experience. At best, the 
interaction between the qualities of the environment and a person provides the 
opportunity for an enhanced experience.

Bobbitt, who was the first to offer a two-step process for developing curriculum. 
These included devising learning objectives and devising educational experi-

experiences and evaluating learning experiences.
5.  Sample lesson plans for Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing are available at ht-

tep://www.perceptualteaching.org. We provide a lesson planned with each of the 
three modes: behaviorist, constructivist, and perceptual. 
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